and that produces the exact same interpretations as the Sierra web service for all available HIV-1 74 sequences in the Stanford database. to sequence data, each record comprised of a list of the specific antiretrovirals (ARVs) that each 80 isolate had been exposed to in vivo prior to collection, the region and year of collection, and edu/graphql) [7] . Its reliance on an active network connection to offload sequence processing to 93 a remote server does not fulfill the usage gap we aim to address with sierra-local. To fill this 94 gap, a system that provides a complete interface to a local version of the algorithm is needed.
75

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data
95
This local algorithm is first obtained as a publicly available HIVdb ASI2 file, which encodes both 96 the algorithm for resistance scoring sequences and annotations describing relevant drug resistance 97 mutations (DRMs) and ARVs of interest [12] . In short, it serves as a container for the core of the 98 as it is essentially only a descriptive XML defining the rules by which sequences should be scored.
100
In the existing HIVdb pipeline, a Java-based interpreter generator called SableCC is used to com- to accommodate changes in these reference data over time.
165
Sequence Subtyping. The previously discussed trimming step requires that sequences be subtyped For a mutation condition's resistance score to be counted, all of these criteria must be fulfilled. We emulated these validation steps in our pipeline to maximize parity with Sierra. 
258
Of the 6 sequences that did not have identical scores for all ARVs between the pipelines, 3 were 259 PR sequences and 3 were RT ( Table 1) . The most frequent cause of discordance was the trimming 260 of nucleotides in the leading or trailing ends of the sequence on the basis of the prevalence of the 261 amino acid polymorphism in the corresponding HIV-1 subtype or ambiguous base calls.
262
We examined the distributions of sequence lengths and mixtures (ambiguous base calls) in 263 the database to determine whether the discordant cases might be explained by these factors. Of between 550 and 650 nt in length). In the latter case, however, neither KT745612 nor KC221011 275 contained a significantly excessive number of mixtures. These three RT sequences also resulted 276 in slighty more discordant resistance interpretations; for example, the d4T resistance score for 277 KC221011 was switched by sierra-local from intermediate to high-level resistance.
278
In addition, we ran both pipelines on six recently published sets of HIV-1 pol sequences com-279 prising both PR and RT encoding regions. These data sets were selected to cover a diversity of ABC  100  95  AZT  130  125  d4T  130  125  DDI  100  95  TDF  70  65  DQ297313  RT  564  0 Sequence  ABC  0  5  trimming  AZT  0  20  d4T  0  20  DDI  0  10  TDF  0  5  KC221011  RT  597  14 Sequence  ABC  10  25  trimming  AZT  25  50  d4T  35  60  DDI  45  65  TDF 10 25 
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